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Eleven Collection



Swiss architect and designer Daniel Korb developed 
Eleven around a fundamental concept: “Furniture is 
Architecture on a Different Scale”. This inspires a 
seamless blend of furniture functionality, 
connectivity, storage, and media integration that 
harmonizes with interior architecture and extends a 
culture of collaboration throughout the space.

Eleven, Architecture Uninterrupted.“Furniture is architecture on a different scale.”
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Informed by an architect’s attention to detail, Eleven 
presents an adaptable, sustainable aesthetic that 
scales from private to collaborative and 
open spaces.

The Eleven leg is die cast polished aluminum and the 
framework connecting the legs is anodized extruded 
aluminum. Composed of aluminum, the frame is 
sufficiently sturdy to support a 10 ft. worksurface 
without additional leg support and is assembled with 
no exposed fasteners.

An adaptable sustainable aesthetic that scales from private to collaborative to open spaces.
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ELEVEN COLLABORATIVE

Eleven Media Table for presentations and video 
conferencing in open spaces organizes data and 
power connections and eliminates clutter.

Eleven Storage, inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
Johnson Wax building, offers a clean 360-degree 
view and flush-fit radius corners; available in a 
comprehensive line of credenzas, bookcases, 
and wardrobes.

Trace offers easy USB or 120V power access for 
every seat at the table without interrupting the 
minimal clean aesthetic of its environment. It also 
offers options for USB data, HDMI, and VGA 
connections on table ends.

Die Cast Polished Aluminum Leg Trace Banding with Embedded Connectors Storage Credenza

Created to support the overall design of a space and not detract from it.
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ELEGANT, LIGHT AND SUSTAINABLE

The frame and legs for Eleven are comprised of 
aluminum. A fraction of the weight that you would 
typically find of similar structures made from steel, 
Eleven reduces its overall impact on the environment.

“Once you do the impossible, do it with less.”
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Storage Box

Built-In Personal Charging

Standard Sliding Tops

ELEVEN WORKSPACE

Eleven Workspace is a seamless blend of functionality, 
connectivity, storage, and media integration that 
harmonizes with interior architecture. 

Integrated sit to stand design invites collaboration and 
accommodates varied work styles. 

Standard sliding tops create quick, access to power and 
data when open and a clean, aesthetic when closed. 

A storage box applied to the end of a run can create not 
only space division but also a return.

Eleven Workspace is a seamless blend of functionality, connectivity, storage.
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Design: Daniel Korb
Korb + Korb
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